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Introduction 

Is the analysis framework,  
proposed in The Productive Models  

still relevant ? 

	

Lean production has not changed the world…                                                                   

but the world has changed the car industry 
 

Synopsis of the presentation 
 
I.    The productive models in two sentences… 
II.   How was the schema elaborated? What can it be developed ? 
III.  What are the changes that it allowed to better understand ? 
IV.  How could it be useful for analyse China and the future of car 
industry ?    	
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I.    Productive Models in two sentences…                       
and four main concepts 

 
 
Firms develop different profit strategies, by privileging one or two profit 

sources  
 
There are two main conditions for sustainable firms profitability:  
-  relevance of profit strategy in the national growth mode,  
-  consistency of the productive model, built to implement the profit 

strategy, thanks to a company governance compromise  
	

	


The productive models. The conditions of profitability	

Palgrave, 2002	
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II.   At the origin of analytical framework : 
four surprising facts 

	

1. A carmaker can be profitable with a low productivity, and vice versa 
 
2. The constantly profitable carmakers did not choose the same 

sources of profit 
 
3. A carmaker with a clear profit strategy can be profitable in a 

country, and not in another 
 
4. A carmaker with a relevant profit strategy in a country could be 

however unprofitable	
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1.  Which carmakers were profitable,  
and during how many years ?  

 
1. Productivity is not linked to profitability.                                          
Profitability is the basic stake for a firm managed in capitalist 
conditions 

 
2. During 1975-1994 period, only three carmakers were constantly 

profitable : Toyota, Honda, VW 
 
3. During 1995-2014 period, only four : VW, Honda, BMW, Hyundaï-

Kia 
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2. What is the origin of their profitability?  

 
 
1. Carmakers did not give priority to the same sources of profit 

 
2. Revisiting all the history of automobile industry                                     

and calculations on 1965-1994 period                                                
allow to identify  
 - six profit sources, and  
 - six profit strategies, privileging one or two profit sources 
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Different ways to make profits	
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The profit sources 
 

•  economies of  scale  
•  diversity of  products 
•  product quality  
•  commercially relevant 

innovation 
•  productive flexibility 
•  reduction in costs at 

constant volume   

The profit strategies 
 

•  ‘quality’ 
•  ‘diversity and flexibility’  

•  ‘volume’ 
•  ‘volume and diversity’  
•  ‘permanent reduction in 

costs at constant 
volume’ 

•  ‘innovation and 
flexibility’ 



Nothing else?  

1.   The sources of profit are different ways to obtain a surplus from 
labour, that is to say to make profit in capitalist conditions 

2.   A source of profit cannot be considered as such,                              
if it is not totally independent from other sources,  

 
as for example financial profits and extra profits 
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Profiles of profit strategies 
(the proportions in which the profit sources are exploited) 
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The ranking of carmakers	

by profit strategy …	

and by hesitating strategy	




 
3.  What is necessary and sufficient                                                       

for a profit strategy could be relevant ? 
  

1. The conditions of possibility of each profit strategy:  
 necessary volume and structure of automobile demand                                     
 and of  labour to mobilize  

 
2. The types of national demand and of labour are different, because 
they are engendered by also different national growth modes 
 
3. The national growth modes are different by 

 - their growth engine: investments, consumption or exports 
 - their income distribution mode: competitive, moderately 
 hierarchized, unequal or restrictive  
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Favoured  
profit strategies  
according to  
national growth modes 



 
 Are determinants of demand and of labour                             

limited to national growth mode ?                       
  

1.   Many others determinants to take in account:                         
households but also enterprises, used cars, alternatives to cars, 
urbanisation, demographics, numerous public policies and 
stakeholders confrontation… 

2.   They modulate the demand and the labour generated by national 
growth mode 

3.   They correspond to compromises at national and sectorial levels 

4.   It is possible taking into account them, by distinguishing national 
growth strategy and national growth model, based on national and 
sectorial compromises to regulate production and distribution of 
national income 
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4.  What is necessary  

to implement a profit strategy?             
  

1.   Build a company government compromise to find out product 
policy, productive organisation and employment relation, that 
respond coherently to the requirements of the profit strategy  

2.   Six identified productive models, that implement the six profit 
strategies : 

 - Taylorian model and Woollardian model for diversity-flexibility 
 strategy 
 - Fordian model for volume strategy 
 - Sloanian model for volume-diversity strategy 
 - Toyotian model for permanent cost reduction at constant volume 
 strategy 
 - Hondian model for innovation-flexibility strategy 
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methodological remarks…             

  

 

Investigating the requirements of the chosen profit strategy,  
presents two advantages :  

1.   We can know, among the numerous features of a firm,  which are 
essentials. We can avoid low rigorous approaches, as “tinkered 
modelling” and  “statistical constellations calculating”  

 
2.   we can classify the socio-productive configurations of firms                   

depending on they meet or not the requirements of the strategies 
pursued  
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Two developments for productive model concept             

  

1.   Establish the means used for product policy, productive 
organisation and employment relationship by each productive 
model, and  say they are the result of a compromise at company 
level is not enough. 

 We have to reconstitute their genesis, specially since the national and 
 sectorial levels. A good way to do that is to distinguish the national 
 growth strategy and model  

2. For this reason, an internationalized carmaker must build other 
compromises in each country where it is industrially and commercially 
present, to implement its profit strategy.  
So we must probably abandon the appellations too general that we 
used to name the productive model of some carmakers: as taylorian, 
fordian, … 
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THE PRODUCTIVE MODEL 

in its environment 
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GERPISA, Robert Boyer, Michel Freyssenet 

A new 
representation of 
engendering of 
productive models	




 
Five tools  

to analyse firm trajectories and countries             
  What are the profit strategies of carmakers ? 

 1. Profit strategies: characteristics, conditions of relevancy to market 
 and to labour, requirements of implementing 

 2. Ranking of carmakers by profit strategy and period 

Where and when their profit strategies are relevant ? 
 3. National growth strategy and model: growth engine, income 
 distribution mode, type of demand, type of labour, ranking of 
 countries, favoured strategies 

What productive models have implemented efficiently their profit 
strategy ? 

 4. Productive models: implemented profit strategy, company 
 governance compromise, product policy, productive 
 organisation, employment relationship, dynamics and 
 contradictions 

A synthetic representation of engendering of productive models 
 5. The new extended representation 
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How to use these tools? 

	

	


1.   The tables indicate the characteristics to fulfil, 
 - by a carmaker to know its profit strategy and its productive model 
 - by a country to know its growth strategy and model,                                
 and the type of car demand and of labour it offers 

 
2. From these tables, compare the reality of each carmaker , and evaluate 
the degree of relevancy of its profit strategy, and of coherence of its socio-
productive configuration. Ditto for each country. 

 - to better understand the variable results of carmakers and 
 countries, and more generally their trajectories 
 - to identify eventually new strategies and productive models 
 - to improve the tools 
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III. What are the changes  
that the analytical schema  

allowed to better understand ? 

 
1.   A sixth tool : Compatibility of some “tendencies” with profit 

strategies 

2.   Changes and « tendencies » analysed since 15 years with the tool : 
mega-mergers, modularization, product architecture, « new 
economy », bankruptcy of Big Three and of PSA, globalization, 
regionalization, outsourcing, externalization, country 
attractiveness, relocation, suppliers parks, automation, work 
conditions, foreign subsidiaries, evolution of car demand, divergent 
trajectories of « emergent countries », work crisis at Toyota, 
transition to clean car, etc. 

3.   Only two changes will be analysed here : mega mergers and 
transition to clean car 
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A tool to assess           
the relevancy of 
a “trend” for 
profit strategies	
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 Compatibility or incompatibility                                            
of profit strategies, when carmakers merge, 

and the results 

1. Incompatibility : failure 
 BMW-Rover, Daimler-Chrysler-Mitsubishi, Ford-Mazda-Volvo, 
 and may be, in the next future, Fiat-Chrysler ? 

2. Compatibility, but divergence to implement the strategy: failure                        
  GM-Fiat, GM-PSA 
3. Compatibility by imposition of one strategy: success 

 VW-Audi-Skoda-Seat, Hyundaï-Kia 
4. Necessity to clarify the profit strategies                                               

 Condition for deepening of Renault-Nissan Alliance 
5. No necessity and risks to merge:  

 Honda, Toyota 
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      Has a second automobile revolution begun?                       

1.   How to make an useful analysis ? 
2.   Four conditions for a « technological revolution » 

 - crisis of the previous system 
 - convergence of innovations, mainly coming  from other 
 sectors, for different solutions 
 - formation and confrontation of coalitions of actors 
 supporting different solutions and different scenarios of transition 
 - prevalence of one scenario and generalisation, thanks to societal 
 decisions 

3.   The current scenarios: diversity, progressiveness, rupture, and the 
preferences of carmakers according to their profit strategy 

4.   A geo-political prognosis 
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      Conclusive remarks                                                                
of first three parts of communication                       

1.   A reconstitution ex-post of the developed approach 
2.   Some compasses :  

 - Start the questioning from the basic stake of actors : in our case, 
 profitability 
 - Reasoning by difference and not by tendency 
 - Researching always the condition of possibility and viability to any 
 phenomenon 
 - Refusing any disciplinary limitation or pre-supposition to 
 investigate  

3. A theory is only a tool, and as all tool, it is necessary to learn to use 
it. It is the reason, we have insisted on the approach 
4. The China case analysis is now presented to illustrate this approach 
at the beginning of a research 
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